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Software Activation of the
Secure Entry Client for Mac OS X
This document describes the software activation
of the Secure Client.
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– Online Activation
– Offline Activation
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Activation
The “Help / License Data and Activation” monitor
menu item displays the version number of the software currently installed, and, if activated, the licensed software version with corresponding serial
number. (Fig. 1 on the right)
The client software is always installed as a test version if client software had not previously been installed on the machine, or if there is a previously
installed, older version which has not yet been activated. This also applies if an older version had already been licensed - then this older version will be
reset to test version status. In all cases, license data
must be entered/re-entered within 30 days using the
activation dialog.

Fig. 1
The time remaining until software activation, i.e.
the validity period of the test version, is displayed
in the message bar of the monitor, next to the activation button. (Fig. 2 on the right)
In order to use a full version with no time limitations the software must be activated in the activation
dialog using the license key and the serial number
that you have received. One mandatory step of the
activation process is your acceptance of the license
conditions and these can be viewed in the activation dialog after clicking on the appropriate button.
The activation dialog can be opened using either
the activation button in the message bar of the monitor, or the monitor menu “Help / License Data
and Activation”. The license data can be entered
either online or offline using a wizard.
When using offline activation, a file generated after
entering the license key and serial number has to be
sent to the NCP authentication server, and the resulting activation key, displayed from the web site,
has to be noted down and then entered in the licensing window of the Monitor menu, perhaps at a later point in time.

Fig. 2

When using online activation, the wizard forwards
the licensing data to the web server immediately after entry, resulting in the software being activated
without delay.
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Test Version Validity Period
A test version is valid for 30 days. After this test
period has expired, no further VPN connections
can be established until the software has been activated/licensed.
After the software has been installed, each time the
software is started the validity period will be
shown in the popup window.
In addition, the system will display the duration remaining until the test version expires, and when 10
days remain, a message box will be displayed to remind you that the software has not yet been licensed. This message box will appear once a day.

Once the trial period has expired, only those connections used for software activation/licensing can
be established by the Secure Client software.
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Software Activation
When the test phase has expired the software must
be either activated or de-installed. To activate, select the menu item “Help / License Data and activation”.
This displays the version number of software installed and whether the software is licensed, i.e.
you can see whether the test version has expired or
that the software has not yet been activated / licensed. (Fig. 1)
Click on the license conditions to display the license agreement text. When activating/licensing the
software you must accept the license conditions.
Click on the “Activation” button to license the software.

Fig. 1
In the window that appears, select whether you
wish to activate the client online or offline by selecting “Online Activation” or “Offline Activation”. (Fig. 2)
When using offline activation, a file generated after
entering the license key and serial number has to be
submitted to the NCP authentication server, and the
resulting activation key, displayed from the web
site, has to be noted down and then entered in the
licensing window of the Monitor menu, perhaps at
a later point in time.
Fig. 2
When using online activation, the wizard forwards
the licensing data to the web server immediately after entry, resulting in the software being activated
without delay.
After selecting the type of activation the license
data is to be entered in the appropriate fields. Click
on “Next”! (Fig. 3)

Fig. 3
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Online Activation
With online activation, the license data will be
transmitted to the NCP Activation Server, providing an internet connection is available. (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1

The software is activated automatically in the specified sequence. (Fig. 2)
As soon as the activation server detects that you
are entitled to a newer software license and that the
license key agrees with the installed software, then
with online activation the new license key will be
transferred automatically (license update), and in
this way the new features of the software will be
activated.
Fig. 2

When the activation process has been successfully
completed, details of the license data used to correctly activate the full version of the software are
displayed in the window. (Fig. 3)
The software version number and the licensed version number should be the same, if they differ the
license has to be updated with a newer license key.
To do this, click on the “Licensing” button. For
more information see the description at the end of
the Offline Activation section.

Fig. 3
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Offline Activation
Offline activation is carried out in two steps. First, after entering the license key and serial number, a file is
generated and submitted to the NCP activation server
via a web browser. Second, the activation key displayed in response by the web site must be noted and
then entered in the licensing window of the Monitor
menu. (This can also be executed at a later point in
time.)

Fig. 1

Offline activation is initiated via the monitor menu
“Help / License Data and Activation”, and this option can be selected in the first window of the activation wizard (Fig. 1). Click on “Next”.

In the second window of the activation wizard the
two steps of the offline activation process are explained (Fig. 2). The first step, generation of the
activation file, is selected automatically.

Fig. 2
Click on “Next” to continue. Enter the license data
in the subsequent window and click on “Next”.
(Fig. 3)

Fig. 3

Enter directory path and name for the activation
file. By default the installation directory of the
software and the name ActiData.txt (with serial
number) are used. (Fig. 4)
On clicking “Next” the activation file is generated
and must now be transferred to the Activation
Server (Fig. 5). To do this, open the following
URL in a browser:
www.ncp-e.com/en/support/software-activation.html

Fig. 4

Fig. 5
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There are two ways of submitting the activation
file data to the Activation Server. Either open the
activation file with TextEdit and use copy & paste
to copy the contents of the activation file into the
window that is open on the web page, or click on
the “Choose File” button and select the activation
file. Click on “Send”!
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The activation code is then generated and displayed
on the web page. Write down or print the activation
code and complete the activation process under the
menu option “Help / License Data and Activation”,
by executing the second step of activation in “Offline Activation”.
If the Activation Server detects that you are entitled to a newer software license and that the license
key agrees with the installed software, then on activation the new license key will be displayed automatically. If you want to activate the new features
then write down or print the new license key, conclude the activation process, and then use the new
license key.
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The second step of Offline Activation is triggered
via the monitor menu “Help / License Data and Activation”. After Offline Activation has been selected, select the second step. (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1
An activation wizard opens where you can enter
the activation code (Fig. 2). After you have entered
the activation code click on “Next”.
If you received a new license key from the Activation Server during the offline activation process
(see above in the display of the activation code),
enter this license key for a license update, by clikking on the “Licensing” button.
Click on “Next”. The license data will be checked
and entered.
Fig. 2
Offline activation is completed with the subsequent
window. (Fig. 3)

After completing the activation the window with
the license data will show that the number of the
software version and the number of the licensed
version are now the same. (See illustration below)

Fig. 3
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